HU42025
LOCKING LUG NUT REMOVAL KIT

LOST KEY? DAMAGED
KEY? DAMAGED LUG?
IS THIS YOUR SOLUTION???

HUNDREDS
OF
LUCKING
LUG NUTS
ON THE
MARKET!

ONLY ONE SOLUTION:
The LugdrillerTM is the Ultimate tool to remove the most difficult locking lug nuts in the quickest and safest way.
Over the years the locking lug nuts have been dramatically improved.
Their design is more and more complex and the material itself harder and harder.
Problems with damaged lug nuts or lost keys are well-known in the tire repair shops business.
❙ Removes the most difficult locking lug nuts
❙ Professional kit : made of solid material that can work on the hardest lugs
❙ Very easy and quick to use : +/- 8 minutes per wheel only!
UNIVERSAL :
❙ Works on all types of sockets from any
brand
❙ Also works on all modern cars with oddly
shaped lugs
❙ Also works on damaged lugs

PATENT
PENDING

CENTERING

DRILLING

EXTRACTOR

EXTRACTOR IN THE LUG

€370
DISMOUNTING

EXTRACTOR DISMOUNTING

HU41045

VibroshocK

UNTIGHTEN WITHOUT DAMAGE!
❙ Vibroshock is the ideal tool to untighten frozen screws, nuts or glow plugs without any damage.
❙ To be used with an Air-hammer (not included)

PATENT
PENDING

EXAMPLES OF USE:

KIT INCLUDES:
EXHAUST SCREW

CLAMP-ON INJECTOR

1

BRAKE SCREW

ROUNDED LUGS

2

For this use twist sockets

3
1 Vibro-shaft with 3/8” square drive
2 Articulated wrench
3 7 impact sockets with internal edge

GLOW PLUG
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OTHER

€92

HU41055
UNIVERSAL INJECTOR EXTRACTOR
❙ Single universal kit that enables all types of moderately frozen or caked injectors to be removed without removing
the electrical part, even on the latest vehicles.
❙ For Denso, Siemens Bosch and Delphi common rail or piezo injectors from 1999 to 2017
❙ Avoids having to remove the electrical part of the injector and thus avoid significant additional costs due to an
extremely strong threaded shaft of the same size as the diesel oil inlet coupling to which the extractor is attached
❙ The kit also includes two couplings (M12 and M14) in the event that the original coupling cannot be removed
❙ Two ways of extracting the injector:
tCZSPUBUJOH IBOEMF
tCZSPUBUJOH"/%BYJBMFYUSBDUJPO NBTTUPJOFSUJB JOUIFNPTUEJóDVMUDBTFT

UNIVERSAL
FOR DENSO, BOSCH, DELPHI, SIEMENS
COMMON RAIL & PIEZO INJECTORS
COMPATIBLE CARS 1999 -> 2017...

NO REMOVAL OF THE ELECTRICAL PART

2 WAYS TO EXTRACT

PATENT
PENDING
1

2
€235

RUSTED

CARBONIZED

EASILY EXTRACT ALL STUCK INJECTORS
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HU41039
UNIVERSAL INJECTOR SEAT CLEANING SET

❙ Kit includes :
- 2 metal brushes Ø 20mm
and 25mm for injector hole
cleaning
- 2 front brushes for injector
seat cleaning
- 1 front brush extension
- 2 seal plugs to close the
injector hole while cleaning
- 1 seal plug holder to place
and remove the plug
- a sanding kit (paper and
paper support)
❙ This set will allow the technician to make a perfect
job before placing the new
injector!
❙ Cleaning the injectors
holes after the extraction is
extremely important.

1

ALL YOU NEED BEFORE CHANGING INJECTOR

2

3

4

€69
HU12015
DIESEL PRIMING AND BLEEDING KIT

D

G

❙ For bleeding or priming diesel systems (with no booster
pump)
❙ For connection in-line with the vehicles low pressure
delivery system
❙ The clear pipes allow any air bubbles in the system to
be seen
❙ Time saver
❙ Ideal for VW - Mercedes - PSA - Renault - Fiat - Opel Rover - Ford...
❙ For higher performance connect a vacuum brake bleeder
to the special bleed screw

UNIQUE BLEEDING
ACCESSORY FOR FAST OR
COMPLICATED PRIMING

€210
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MI8550
MITYVAC METAL HAND PUMP KIT

❙ MI8510 metal hand pump; the only hand pump that can
produce and measure vacuum OR pressure with equal performance and precision (-980 mBar to 4 Bar)
❙ Large reservoir design (480 ml) with quick connector
❙ Other accessories
❙ Common Applications : Emission control systems (EGR, RCV,
BPV) testing, Turbocharger wastegate testing, Vacuum and
pressure brake and hydraulic clutch bleeding, Ignition system
diagnostics, Fluid transfer/evacuation

QUICK COUPLER
ROTATIVE GAUGE 360°

EGR

TURBO

-980MBAR TO 4BAR

BLEED

PRIMING

€129

HU12012
TURBO SYSTEM TESTER
❙ Delivered with 8 conical caps from 35mm to 90mm
❙ Caps with rugged surface for a better grip in the tubes
❙ Includes a gauge with integrated regulator for a better leaks reading
❙ Allows the technician to pressurize the whole turbo and inlet system in order to detect quickly and
accurately potential leaks

€146

AB70854
VACUUM BRAKE BLEEDING KIT - 800ML

❙ Uses compressed air to generate deep vacuum to bleed old
fluid and air rom hydraulic brake system
❙ Auto refill unit maintains correct fluid level during bleeding
process
❙ Reduces repair times increasing productivity and profit
❙ New design with unique patented built in safety valves to
prevent accidental fluid spray and spillage

€94
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HU31022
DIAGNOSTIC TEST LEAD SET

ULTRA THIN LEAD FOR
MULTIPINS CONNECTOR

PIERCING EXTRA
SHARP PROBES

ATC FUSE ADAPTER
WITH CURRENT LOOP

OTHER

❙ Complete lead kit for Automotive diagnostic
❙ All leads are arranged properly in pairs “Male & Female” and by terminal sizes
❙ Includes ATC adapter
❙ Includes Piercing Extra Sharp Probes .
❙ New variable resistor of with 10KΩ (instead of 5KΩ ) dial indicator
❙ Airbags simulator
❙ Replaceable resistors! 3 of 2 ohms - 2,2 ohms – 2,7ohms
❙ LED Stroboscope
❙ Also includes general purpose components as Alligator clips, banana plug to be used with multimeters,
3 ways extension plugs or detachable test probes
❙ Ultra thin lead for multipins connector

€280

HU31021
NEEDLE TEST PROBE SET

❙ This high quality Test probe Set has been designed with the automotive engineer in mind.
❙ Each kit comprises of:
❙ A pair of double insulated silicone test leads, that can withstand high temperature, one end terminating
in a straight ﬁxed shrouded plug, the other in a right angled plug, both compatible with all standard
4mm instrument sockets.
❙ A pair of cable piercers for intrusive measurement taking, ideal when back probing is not an option.
❙ A pair of slim back probing probes, these incorporate a ‘spring steel’ prod which allows greater ﬂexibility
and less damage when attempting to override the rubber seal on some connectors.
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€23

THE ULTIMATE AUTOMOTIVE TESTER

HU31025
AUTO TESTER

EASY TO USE - AUTORANGE
❙ Solely designed for automotive electrical circuit’s trouble shooting!
❙ Easy and simple to use; no extensive electrical knowledge needed.
❙ Fully protected. Will not cause damage even accidentally using OHM measurement to measure Volts.
❙ Measures:
- Amps draw (Mini, ATC or Maxi) without
removing the fuses from the Fuse Box
- Voltage (max. 50VDC)
- Cranking Volts with auto HOLD function
- Resistance [Ohms] (from 0.0 Ω up to 1.0 MΩ)
- Frequency with peak to peak volts (up to
20 KHz)
- and Duty Cycle (%)
❙ In addition, it performs:
Continuity test
Diode/ LED test

DUTY CYCLE
MEASUREMENT

CONTINUITY
TEST

AMPS DRAW & AMPS
MEASUREMENT
OHM
MEASUREMENT

VOLTAGE AND CRANKING VOLT WITH COLOR CODED SCREEN

€236
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HU45101
DIAMOND GRIP TERMINAL CLEANERS
❙ For flat and spade style terminals
❙ Works on both male and female connectors
❙ Pivot hinge for improved reach in hard to access areas
❙ Precisely removes corrosion from terminals without damaging the pins
❙ Reduces diagnostic guesswork by eliminating bad connections
❙ 3-pieces set for most common connectors in automotive, commercial
vehicles and power sets
❙ Includes a holster for small, medium and large cleaners

CLEANS FLAT ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS

PATENTED
DIAMOND
GRIP

HU45102❙

HU45103

FEMALE BULLET CONNECTOR CLEANER SET 12 PCS

EU TRAILER TERMINAL CLEANERS & PIN WEAR GAUGE

Cleans round female pin type electrical connectors p.ex. Cannon, Deutsch and Bullet connectors
❙ Removes corrosion on round contact points and reduce diagnostic guesswork

❙ 3 pieces set of single pole cleaners designed for the precise removal of corrosion
and debris

❙ Features durable diamond abrasive coating

❙ Cleans and resizes male and female 7 poles and 13 poles European trailer
terminal connections

❙ Common applications include: cars, trucks, forklifts; agricultural, communications, HVAC, marine, aircraft
and industrial equipment; PCs, hobby, modules, military vehicles and many more

€51

❙ Quickly and precisely removes debris and corrosion.

❙ Includes a leather-type holster with identifiers for replacements

❙ Works on trailer light assemblies

❙ 12-pcs set size ranges include (see table below)

❙ Extends harness life
❙ Maintains continuity to prevent
circuit failure
❙ Premium quality holster with
magnetic clasp
❙ Patented

PATENTED

CLEANS ROUND ELECTRICAL
CONNECTORS
WWW.MUNSTERTOOLCO.IE

€65

€58

HU21043
21043

STE78834

ADJUSTABLE SLIM LIGHT

SLIM RECHARGEABLE HEAD LAMP

❙ Slim body design ideal for vehicle inspecti
inspection
ion underr limited spa
space
ace

❙ 10 SMD LED Output emitting 165 Lumens

❙ Soft touch / Ergonomic handle with comfort
comfor
ort grip

❙ 3 modes (165 lm for 4h 15mins - 75 lm for 8h 30mins
foor 18 hours)
- 35 lm for

❙ Made of nylon and fiber, acrylic lens
❙ Length: 375mm / thickness: 9mm

❙ Er
Ergonomic
Ergonomically
cally shaped board that fits the contours of
yoour head
your

❙ Two fixations : Swivel hanging hook & Ball joint
joiint
n designn swivel base
basse with powerful
pow
werful
magnet

❙ Hea
Headlamp:
eadlamp: ppivoting
ivoting head
❙ Mot
Motion
tion Senso
Sensor:
or: Motion sensing mode to turn light on/
off w
without
ithout touching
tou
ouching the headlamp

❙ Innovative dimmer for progressive lighting (noo blinding)) and to adapt
a light in
intensity
ntensity
to the environment (reflection…)

❙ Li-ion Battery:
B ttery: Re
Ba
Rechargeable Li-ion battery pack

❙ Built in 2200mah li-ion battery (3.7V 2200mAh))

❙ Folding cclips
lips to se
secure
ecure headband to a hard hat

❙ LED COB (Chips On Board) superbright
❙ Micro USB (USB power cable included)
❙ Chargeable : 4 h charging time = 2.5 h full light on
on working
ng hours
sem
mi light on working hour
o s
or 12 h semi
hours
(European plug charger included - input : 100-240V
100-2400V 0.3A ; output
output : 5VV ; 1000mA)
1000mAA)
❙ Micro adjustment lumen switch : Luminous Flux: 4460
60 Lm !
❙ Operating temperature: 0°C -> 60°C

LUMINOUS
FLUX ->
460 LM

€83

THE ESSENTIAL YOU
OU NEED WITH THE
BEST DUAL CAMERAS 4,9MM PROBE !

HU23105
« HANDY » VIDEOSCOPE

€69

HU23085
H
EXCLUSIVE VIDEOSCOPE 4.9MM SWITCH PROBE

Highest quality on the
market :
❙ Shock-resistant, glass
screen (no plastic, no
scratch)
Unique design :
❙ Ergonomic probe
connection (probe goes
downwards)
❙ Large 3,5’’ screen
❙ Small and handy but with
a maximum of functions
Maximum of features:
❙ Zoom : Digital zoom
3x 5x
❙ Mirroring : Complete
Mirroring and Rotating
❙ Photos AND Videos
❙ Light adjustment

Videoscope:
❙ Compact, lightweight
❙ Zoom 1.5 x
❙ Very high quality 2.4’’ TFT LCD Monitor
with glass protection
❙ AV out port
❙ Very competitive price
Probe:
❙ Detachable semi-rigid metal shaft,
oil-, fuel- and scratch-resistant (IP67)
with 4,9mm diameter tip
❙ The «in-line» switch allows to change
from side-view to forward-view
during the inspection
❙ Forward view and side view
❙ Two in one shafts : the special
tip includes 2 cameras and 2 LED
lightsources

❙ 22 languages available
❙ Works with AA batteries
Switch probe features, see
HU23105 opposite

110°
70°

90°
110°

110°

Angles of view
if use of
mirrors

Fields of
view
Switch
probe

€286

€485

FORWARD + SIDE VIEW
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STE78684
BLUETOOTH CHASSIS EAR

4 COLOR-CODED
SENSORS

WINDOWS & ANDROID

4 GRAPH TYPES

❙ The Steelman®PRO Bluetooth® CHASSISEAR® - NVH is a
noise, vibration, and harshness detection tool that uses
Bluetooth® wireless technology along with a Windows®
or Android™ device to help identify and diagnose unidentified noises. The intuitively designed software provides
easy pinpointing of noises from multiple locations. Sound
files can be saved and e-mailed to be reviewed by the
customer or for further analysis by other technicians.
❙ Record function allows for capture of sound data
❙ Multi-Band Equalizer to isolate sound
❙ Email capability
❙ Four graph types for visual diagnostics
❙ Docking Station charges Bluetooth® Modules
odules

€615

STE97215❙

WIRELESS

WIRELESS ELECTRONIC STETHOSCOPE

ALTERNATOR
BEARING

ROAD TEST

CHASSIS TRANSMISSIONS

Quickly pinpoints source and location of noise during a road test, even on long vehicles (such as trucks, buses...).
❙ Clamps can be fixed onto springs, shocks, body mounts, brakes, engine blocks, etc.
Includes:
❙ a receiver with four chanels
❙ 4 transmitters
❙ 4 sensor clamps

WWW.MUNSTERTOOLCO.IE

€432

HU42018
DOUBLE INLINE FLARING TOOLS

❙ Allows the user to simply and easily flare
brake thin walled steel tubing or copper
tubing
❙ Works with a ratchet, wrench or air wrench
❙ Low profile and allows the user to work in
tight spaces, on or off of the vehicle
❙ Standard SAE and DIN flares
❙ For brake pipes with diameters of 4.75mm
and 6mm
❙ Full range of die and punch sets available
❙ Simple to use (easier to use than the
current model flare tools)
❙ Self centring pipe location

€52

AB70880❙

HU13002

COOLING SYSTEM REFILLING GUN

ILLUMINATED REFRACTOMETER

❙ Eliminates airlocks during refilling using deep vacuum technology

❙ Backlight system for easy reading,
even in dark places.

❙ Unique multi-fit cone eliminates the need for additional adaptors (universal use)

❙ To check:

❙ Easy and fast to use

1. coolant : from 0 to -50°C
2. battery : from 1.1 to 1.4Kg/L
3. windscreen cleaner : from 0 to
-40°C
4. AdBlue® separated scale from 30
to 35%

1. 40

-+

- 50

- 40

°C
- 50

- 40

1. 35
- 30

- 30

- 20

- 20

- 10

- 10

1. 30
1. 25
1. 20
1. 15

€149

1. 10
Kg/L

G13
PROPYLENE

G11/G12
ETHYLENE

WATERLINE

ADBLUE
%
40

35
32.5
30
28
25
22
20
- 40

- 40

- 30

- 30

- 20

- 20

- 10

- 10

SRF1

°C

€129
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MINI HOT STAPLER USB

USB RECHARGEABLE

MINI HOT STAPLER USB
HU14010
❙ Rechargeable with USB cable: battery Li-ion 3.7V 8
AMP
❙ Makes structurally sound repairs of damaged plastic
parts
❙ Avoid replacing expensive parts if not needed
❙ Precision-engineered tool that helps you make solid,
permanent repairs of breaks, cracks and tears in rigid
or flexible plastic parts
Features :
❙ LED Light
❙ LED charging
❙ Low battery indicator lights
❙ 240V charger included
❙ 3 staple types (V-Shaped 0.6mm /
U-Shaped 0.6mm /U-Shaped 0.8mm),
100pcs/bag

0.6 & 0.8MM
STAPLES
INCLUDED

€159

HU34012
START & STOP BATTERY & ELECTRICAL SYSTEM ANALYZER WITH PRINTER

A

Specially designed for Start & Stop systems
❙ Exclusive design by Hubitools
❙ Tests 6V-12V batteries and 12V-24V volt
charging & starting systems
❙ Integrated printer
❙ Digital screen
❙ Operating range: 40 ~ 2000 CCA
❙ Tests EFB, VRLA / GEL , AGM Flat Plate, AGM
Spiral and Regular Liquid batteries in 2
seconds
❙ Rating system: SAE
(CCA)/ DIN / EN / IEC
and JIS

AGM & EFB

❙ 6 languages
available

INTEGRATED PRINTER

€368
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HU34022
12V / 50 AMP MULTI-FUNCTION : POWER SUPPLY FOR REPROGRAMMING /
BATTERY CHARGER/ MAINTAINER
❙ Reliable and stable power supply:
- Offers reliable power during vehicle reprogramming (ECU upgrade)
- Powers an in-vehicle battery for showroom demonstrations
❙ All in one solution in your daily operation
❙ Multi-function platform: POWER SUPPLY (50Amp max) and BATTERY CHARGER
30Amp & 15Amp

POWER SUPPLY

TENSION IS MAINTAINED
DURING REPROGRAMMING

CHOOSE THE TENSION

€439
CHARGE FAST OR NORMAL

HU34021
LITHIUM BOOSTER AND POWERBANK - 600A
❙ Uses 18000mAh high capacity, high power, battery, that is fast charging and has low self-discharge, cycles can reach
1000 times
❙ Features include 12V emergency start, LED flashlight and 2 USB ports for device use and charging and 19V Laptop output
❙ Three (3) lighting modes: Standard, Strobe, SOS
❙ Multiple built in safety features
❙ Includes patented technology
❙ Dimensions: 230mm L x 85mm H x 28mm W
❙ Weight: 700g
❙ Start current : 300A
❙ Peak current : 600A
❙ Capacity : 66.6Wh

KIT INCLUDES

€244
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AB70802❙

AB70809

UNIVERSAL COOLING SYSTEM PRESSURE TESTER

UNIVERSAL COOLING SYSTEM PRESSURE
AND CAPS TESTER

BLADER INFLATES TO
CREATE SEAL

❙ Includes AB70802 pump
❙ Check the system
With the inflatable bladder sealing system that attaches to all
passenger and light commercial
vehicles (universal use,
no need of any adaptors)
❙ Check the caps
With 6 unique double
ended adaptors that suit
the most common caps
❙ Locate leaks from:
- head gaskets
- radiator and heater cores
- welch plugs and housings
- water pumps and hoses

Nylon & glass fiber non conductive pump
❙ Detachable tube
❙ Easy private branding (MOQ 250pcs)
❙ User-friendly ”Bladder -> System valve”
❙ Coloured moving parts
❙ Attaches to all Cooling Systems without
adaptors
❙ Suits both bayonet and thread type filler
necks
❙ Pressure release valve with drain hose
prevents coolant spills
❙ Use on passenger vehicles, light and heavy
duty vehicles, motor cycles and marine applications
❙ Pressure Pump: 0-30 psi (0-2Bar)
❙ Suits neck diameter up to 50mm (2 inch)

USER-FRIENDLY «BLADDER->SYSTEM» VALVE

€153

DIAMETER UP TO 60MM

ALSO TESTS CAPS

€160

AB70915
ELECTRIC PARK BRAKE

UNIVERSAL FRONT BRAKE PISTONS SPREADER

PERFECT FOR ELECTRICAL HAND BRAKE
❙ A lot of modern cars are mounted with electrical hand brakes. The AB70915
is the ideal tool to push back the pistons of those type of brakes.
❙ Fast and easy to use
❙ Powerfull : generates over 215kg of force
❙ Universal adapter : fit single, twin or quad piston
❙ Prevents damage to pistons, seals or calipers (no pliers, no screwdrivers)
❙ All pistons are retracted at the same time - no piston getting out

SINGLE

WWW.MUNSTERTOOLCO.IE

TWIN

QUAD

€98

AB71615
GEARLOCK KIT

PATENTED
❙ Universal : Can be used on most vehicle makes
and models with timing belts and provides
cover for most all single, twin and quad can
engines
❙ Eliminates the need for multiple engine specific
kits
❙ Quick to install, very positive locking
❙ Dual Cam GearLock has patented ‘Multi-Point’
adjustment for positive fit on all gear diameters
❙ Horizontal and vertical adjustments provides
cover over greater gear diameter range
❙ Spring loading reduces set up time
❙ Single Cam Gearlock features a new wedge shape
profile with handle
❙ Made of heat treated forged steel and high
strength fiber glass reinforced polymer

WORKS ON SINGLE, TWIN AND QUAD CAM ENGINE

SMALL SPACES
PATENTED
‘MULTI-POINT’
ADJUSTMENT
FOR POSITIVE
FIT ON ALL
GEAR
DIAMETERS

IDEAL FOR LIMITED
ACCESS SITUATIONS
HIGH STRENGTH FIBER
GLASS REINFORCED
POLYMER

AB70906B

AB70993

UNIVERSAL TIMING GEAR HOLDER

STRETCH BELT MATE™ KIT

❙ Constructed from super strong fibre reinforced polymer

€71

❙ Made of nylon reinforced with
glass fiber

❙ Used to hold the gear while the cam shaft bolt is removed
❙ Allows adjustment of cam gear once installation is complete

❙ Stretch Belt MateTM is the
stretch belt tool that requires
the least ‘man handling’ from
the technician on the market

❙ Slimline design allows maximum access
❙ Single lever design is quick and easy to use

❙ Universal Stretch Fit Belt installation and removal tool set

❙ Provides breaker bar strength for maximum holding force
❙ Ideal for camshaft dephaser pulley

❙ 2 pcs: 1 removal tool / 1 installation tool

INSTALL

❙ No adjustment needed
❙ The cheapest solution for stretch
belt removal and installation

UNIVERSAL

REMOVE

€38

€10
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OIL FILTER SETS IDEAL FOR INTENSIVE USE
AB71185AB
VW GROUP OIL FILTER SET

D
❙ Heavy duty design : manufactured from heat
treated chrome vanadium steel
❙ Will not slip and damage nylon oil filter
housings
❙ Will not fail under heavy torque loads required
to remove nylon oil filter housings
❙ Drain plug tool is used to easily remove and
install oil filter drain plug without damaging it
❙ Drain hose is used to drain oil from filter
housing prior to removal. It prevents oil spills
and reduces service time
❙ Ideal for intensive use

W
WORKS
ON ALL
VW GROUP OIL
FILTER
HOUSING

3bb

1

2

G

3bb
3bb

Drain Plug Drain Hose

ALSO
WORKS
ON METAL
FILTERS

€107

AB71260B

AB71275B

❙

MERCEDES OIL FILTER SET

D

BMW OIL FILTER SET

G

❙ Heavy duty design : manufactured from heat
treated chrome vanadium steel
❙ Will not slip and damage nylon oil filter
housings
❙ Will not fail under heavy torque loads required
to remove nylon oil filter housings
❙ Drain hose is used to drain oil from filter
housing prior to removal. It prevents oil spills
and reduces service time
❙ Ideal for intensive use

€107
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D

G

❙ Heavy duty design : manufactured from heat
treated chrome vanadium steel
❙ Will not slip and damage nylon oil filter
housings
❙ Will not fail under heavy torque loads required
to remove nylon oil filter housings
❙ Drain hose is used to drain oil from filter
housing prior to removal. It prevents oil spills
and reduces service time
❙ Ideal for intensive use

€132

❙

HU46012

HU46011

AD BLUE SYRINGE (1.5L)

FUEL SYRINGE (1.5L)

❙ Transparent design to visualise the fluid

❙ Transparent design to visualise the
fluid

❙ Suitable to add or remove AD Blue liquid
from reservoir tanks

❙ Suitable to add or remove gasoline or
diesel fuel from filters, etc.

❙ Rotative switch off

❙ Rotative switch off

❙ CAPACITY : 1,5L capacity

❙ CAPACITY : 1,5L capacity

€56

❙

HU46008

€68

HU46009
THE CLEAN SYRINGE FOR VEHICLE FLUID
CHANGE (200cc)

THE CLEAN SYRINGE FOR VEHICLE OIL CHANGE
(XL/1.5L)

BRAKE

❙ Transparent design to visualise the fluid

❙ Transparent design to visualise the fluid

❙ Suitable for fluid suction and supply in vehicle service

❙ Suitable for fluid suction and supply in vehicle service

❙ Designed for transmission fluid, gear oil and engine oil (not ATF)

❙ Designed for brake fluids and antifreeze

❙ Features cap to avoid dripping

❙ Features cap to avoid dripping

❙ Rotative switch off

❙ Rotative switch off

❙ CAPACITY : 0,9kg / 1,5L capacity

❙ CAPACITY :0,294kg / 200cc capacity

TRANSMISSION
FLUID, GEAR
OIL & ENGNE
OIL
BRAKE FLUIDS & ANTIFREEZE

ROTATIVE SWITCH OFF

€50

QUICK DISCONNECT

€22
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HU11006

HU46005

AUTOMATIC BRAKE BLEEDER
12V - 6BAR

FUEL EXTRACTOR

TANK FILLING
ERRORS
(DIESEL VS PETROL)

4 WHEELS

❙ To retrieve fuel following a filling

error (gasoline instead of diesel, etc.),
remove a submerged fuel pump,
change or check the fuel gauge, rinse
the fuel tank, during body work, etc.
❙ Operates off workshop compressed air
(no risk of sparks)
❙ Mobile 45-litre tank (on wheels)
❙ Cleanly draws up or pushes out fuel
thanks to a venturi system
❙ 2 anti-static ground cables, overflow
line and 3 fuel probes
❙ Emptying the tank filler neck or fuel
lines
❙ Made of stainless steel
❙ Meet the ATEX standards

6 BAR
❙ Easy, simple and reliable
❙ Portable and self-powered
❙ Compatible with ABS / ESP systems
❙ 12v powering with reverse polarity
warning

❙ Stainless steel body
❙ Pump with automatic power off valve
❙ Regulator from 0 to 6Bar
❙ 5l reservoir with visible level and min level
indication

❙ Auto power OFF when min level
❙ Large reservoir opening for easy cleaning
❙ 12V power cable with jack (L: 4m)
❙ Power cable for brake fluid with quick
coupling system (L: 4m)
❙ Delivered with fluid refill reservoir with
chain and screw-on adaptor compatible
with 90% of vehicle fleet

FUEL TANK WORKS

€685

VEHICLE RECYCLING

HU11004

HU46010

MASTER CYLINDER ADAPTOR KIT

ADAPTORS FOR HU46005 FUEL EXTRACTOR

€481

❙ Suitable for use with most pressure brake bleeders
❙ Includes European cap adaptor, multi vehicle caps, BMW/Audi, Nissan,
Toyota, Mazda & Honda

❙ This new kit contains master cylinder adaptors and manufacturer specific
caps

❙ Adaptors fit 90% of current master cylinder reservoirs
❙ Supplied in a custom molded case
❙ A syringe is included to empty or top off the master cylinder
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€152

❙ Allow to plug the fuel extractor (HU46005) in line just before the

injection pump (on almost every line or filter) for a completely safe
emptying

❙ For use in the engine compartment

€28

STE99719
LOW PROFILE TIRE REMOVAL TOOL
FEATURES
❙ Angled handle design and extra long length provide increased leverage
❙ Super-grip knurled handle for increased grip
❙ Durable high strength carbon steel construction
BENEFITS:
❙ Reduces strain on users hand and wrist
❙ Provides technician better control of the tool against stiff sidewalls
❙ Helps protect against damaging expensive wheels

SUPER-GRIP KNURLED HANDLE

30° ANGLED DESIGN
EXTRA LONG LENGTH FOR EXTRA LEVERAGE
HU45100

€63

FORCES LIGHT OIL THROUGH THE CLOGGED GREASE JOINT

GREASE JOINT REJUVENATOR
❙ Forces light oil through the clogged grease joint to
loosen old hardened grease or dirt, clearing a passage
for new grease joint
❙ Opens clogged grease fittings and joints, saves king
pins!
❙ Works on all farming, excavating, construction and
industrial equipment, automotive, aircraft, trucks,
trailers and more
❙ Cleans ways and stays in milling machines and lathes!
❙ Maintains open joint during storage
❙ Supplied with flexible adapter for hard to reach grease
joints

€70

HU45097
MAGNETIC FINGER
❙ Assist tool used for retrieval and assembly
❙ Fasten bolts in difficult places
❙ Safely hold a nail in place
❙ Position a screw in a tight spot
❙ Retrieve hard to hold items
❙ As it is attached to one’s body, it will go places that
conventional stick magnets will not

€14

HU45105
LARGE MANTUS™

35 CM

SURGICAL
STAINLESS STEEL

❙ Length : 35 cm
❙ Precise interlocking jaws for a strong grip
❙ Durable surgical stainless steel construction
❙ Slim profile design for tight access areas
❙ Extended length for greater versatility
The NEW LARGE MANTUS™ Tight Access Tool is the ultimate tool for accessing hard to reach areas. Surpassing the reach
of the industry’s longest available needle nose pliers with greater precision and control, the MANTUS™ provides a sure
grip on a variety of surfaces including wires, hoses, gaskets, o-rings, fuses, hardware and more.

€37
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AB71196
QUICKFLOW PUMP KIT

G

❙ The 71196 Quickflow pump is a high efficiency gear type pump
❙ It is fitted with a folding engagement bracket to allow the pump
to be driven by a 3/8” air ratchet
❙ Made of heavy duty internal components to make it suitable for
running at high speeds
❙ Using the included universal adaptor allows the pump to be
driven by most all cordless drills to provide high flow rates
❙ Suitable for use with most fluids (not gasoline) used in automotive, marine, industrial and domestic applications

AD BLUE

BRAKE FLUID

AUTOMOTIVE
MARINE
COOLANT

TRANSMISSION DRAINING

POWER STEERING

INDUSTRIAL

€178
ENGINE OIL

All prices subject to vat and stock availability. Promotion ends 30th Sept 2017.

TRANSMISSION FILLING

GEAR OIL

